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Check Point FireWall-1 came out in 1994 and was an immediate success. It has been
the market-leading firewall platform for over 10 years. It is no wonder the platform
has done so well.The Check Point Graphical User Interface for managing firewall
policies is extremely intuitive and easy to learn.

Check Point has come a long way since 1994.The first version of FireWall-1 ran
only on the Sun Solaris operating system platform. Every year since then new features
have been added to the product to keep up with emerging threats. In 1996 a Windows
NT version was introduced.An alliance with Nokia, a network security hardware
vendor, proved a perfect match and the hardware appliances are very popular.A Linux
version arrived in 2002 and since then Check Point has released a hardened operating
system specifically made for FireWall-1, and named it SecurePlatform.

Chapter 1 is a good starting point for new and existing VPN-1/FireWall-1 users
alike.This chapter will discuss the various methods that are deployed among different
firewall vendors and open source solutions. It is important to know the differences
among firewall technologies to further comprehend the advantages of Check Point
VPN-1/FireWall-1.This chapter will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each
technology with a strong focus on Stateful Inspection, which VPN-1/FireWall-1
utilizes.
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Design and Deploy web sites with Macromedia® Dreamweaver® MX 2004 and Contribute® 3 training from the sourceMacromedia Press, 2004
Tired of watching your elegantly constructed Web sites dissolve  into a jumble of disorganized pages, broken links, and badly written code as  they're updated and added to over time? Then get this guide and regain control  by learning to design and deploy Dreamweaver sites specifically for use with  Macromedia's hot, new...
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Winning Design!: LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT Design Patterns for Fun and CompetitionApress, 2010

	Winning Design! LEGO Mindstorms NXT Design Patterns for Fun and Competition is about design that works. It’s about building with LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT for fun, for education, but especially for competition. Author James Trobaugh is an experienced coach and leader in the FIRST LEGO League. In this book, he shares his hard-won...
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Windows 10 Guidebook: A tour into the future of computingJublo IT Solutions, 2015

	Windows 10 is really easy to use with this guide – for Windows insiders upgrading from Windows 7 or 8.1 to Windows 10, as well as for first-time users that want to learn about the operating system basics. 

	Chapters 1 and 2 present the new and changed features in Windows 10. Furthermore, we describe what you have to watch...
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Practical GameMaker Projects: Build Games with GameMaker Studio 2Apress, 2018

	
		Make ten simple, casual games, and learn a ton of GML coding along the way. Each of these games is the kind you can play when you have a minute or two free, and are great for playing on your PC, or exported to HTML5 or Android.
	


	
		Each game in Practical GameMaker Projects has its own chapter that explains...
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How Deep Sea Divers Use Math (Math in the Real World)Chelsea House Publications, 2009
With a jump off the edge of a boat, deep sea divers enter another world. There is much to explore, since oceans cover more than 70 percent of Earth’s surface. Many types of scientists study the oceans. There are also people who dive to do their jobs underwater—or dive just for fun. These people all use math before, during, and after...
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The Best Travel Writing 2010: True Stories from Around the WorldTravelers Tales, 2010

	My favorite mountaineering book is The Mountains of My Life, by legendary Italian climber Walter Bonatti. While I love being in the mountains—it’s a rare day I don’t daydream about the Alps or the Himalayas—I am not a climber. It isn’t so much Bonatti’s exploits that inspire me as his attitude towards...
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